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1. INTRODUCTION 

Note: The simplified year end method can only be used for: 

• Financial years 2018-9 and later, and 

• Only for funds that are not in full pension mode 

For financial years prior to FY19 and funds in full pension mode, the legacy year end process should 

be utilised. 

When you select a year to close and display the Actions menu, select Year End Process to 

commence processing the Year End. 

Mclowd displays the main Year End Processing Screen listing the steps to complete to finalise 

calculations of tax and member balances and close the financial year. 

Choose Please Select… for any step in the screen below to jump to instructions for completing that 

step. 

Note: A Review button is provided to enable you to inspect year end entries and verify that all is 

correct before closing the year. 
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As each step is completed, a green check mark and the word ‘Saved‘ will display in the STATUS 

column, indicating that this step has been completed. The EDIT button will display in the ACTION 

column, enabling you to return to that step and make further changes if required. 

Mclowd will not allow access to steps where essential prior steps have not been completed and 

saved. 

 

Note: If using the Simplified Step Method to process year end, DO NOT use any of the Reset options 

displayed on the Financial Years option list to make changes. Instead, use the Reset and Redo 
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options provided inside the Step menu, which will ensure that all relevant steps are performed 

correctly again.  Using Reset options in the Financial Years screen risks resetting selected data 

without requiring review of calculations based on that data and may therefore result in errors. 

2. MARKET REVALUATION 

In this step, you will choose whether or not you wish to revalue assets held by your Fund. 

Note: For most equities listed on the ASX, the value as at 30th June is available in the Mclowd 

database, and will be automatically picked up and presented in the summary table. For other assets, 

you should use your end of year statements, consult your financial adviser, or navigate to a relevant 

website to look up unit values as at 30 June and manually input the June 30 unit price for each asset. 

Choose the down arrow to the right of Please Select… to drop down the options.  

Mclowd asks you to decide whether to simply Accept Calculated Values or Review and Edit Asset 

Prices. 

If you choose to Accept Calculated Values, the SAVE button will light up, allowing you to SAVE the 

values Mclowd has calculated. 

When you choose SAVE, a check mark and the word ‘Saved’ will display under STATUS, indicating 

that the values have been saved. 

If you choose Review and Edit Asset Prices, the EDIT button is displayed to allow you to edit the 

Year End Market Revaluations. 

Note:  If, having chosen to SAVE values, you change your mind and decide you wish to view or EDIT 

the values, simply choose the arrow to the right to the Please Select… field again and choose 

Review and Edit Asset Prices. 

Choose the EDIT button to display the Year End Market Revaluation table and edit the values of 

assets your Fund holds. 
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Check that the Valuation Date displayed is June 30 for the year you are closing. 

Confirm that the Price per Unit (Share) and Number of Units (Shares) are displayed correctly. If not, 

you can make changes in either of these fields. The Total Value of the holding will the display, 

together with the calculated Gain/Loss at Year End. 

You should carefully check and confirm that: 

• All of your Fund’s investments are listed (including any that were acquired during the financial 

year. 

• All investments are correctly named and displayed Ids and Asset Classes are correct. 

• Mclowd™ correctly displays the number of units (shares) held as at June 30 

• The price per unit (share) displayed is correct. 

(You may need to cross-check with the ASX website, the company website, end of year statements 

from companies, Unit Trusts or Managed Funds, etc., or a report from your financial adviser or 

accountant to verify that all displayed prices are correct.) 
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Note:  At this point in time, if you have made multiple investments to a Managed Fund or Unit Trust, 

Mclowd may display each investment as a separate asset rather than consolidating as it does for 

Direct Equities. You may need to manually add the units acquired at each reinvestment or additional 

investment in order to verify that the total units reported in Mclowd matches your total holding. 

Choose RESET VOLUMES to reset to the latest calculated totals for the displayed date. (This is 

useful if you feel you may have made an error when editing and you wish to reset to default values for 

that date and start over. Be aware, however, that the latest calculated totals may be out of date if you 

have updated your holdings since you last saved the valuation.) 

Choose SAVE REVALUATION to save the values shown. 

A message displays asking you to confirm that you wish to save these valuations. Click OK. 

Mclowd displays the table with a yellow banner indicating that the values have been saved. 

Choosing YEAR END PROCESS, at top left of the table, returns you to the main Year End Menu and 

allows you to progress to the next step (Trust Distributions). 

Note:  Once subsequent steps have been completed, resetting Market Values or making any changes 

risks causing errors in tax and income calculations. If you choose to return to this step later and make 

changes, you must reprocess all subsequent steps in the Year End Process. 
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3. TRUST DISTRIBUTIONS 

The next step in the process is necessary if your Fund is invested in Unit Trusts, Managed Funds, or 

other entities (such as ETFs and hybrid shares) that pay Trust Distributions and provide an end of 

year Distributions Tax Summary Statement. Completing the Trust Distributions table using the Tax 

Summary Statement provided by your fund enables Mclowd to correctly calculate your tax obligations 

and imputation credit entitlements on the returns on your Fund’s investments in these entities. 

Be aware that errors or omissions in completing this table may result in an incorrect calculation of 

your Fund’s tax liability, causing you to overpay or to understate your Fund’s taxable income. 

The table below is a broad guide only, to assist Mclowd users to understand how tax is calculated on 

Trust Distributions and to verify that they are reporting all income and claiming tax credits 

appropriately. 

As the format of statements supplied by different funds and trusts varies, it may be difficult to correctly 

interpret the data and match information to the columns in Mclowd.  Most Tax Summary Statements 

are written using terms relating to an individual’s income tax return.  They also generally include the 

individual tax return label code.   

Mclowd developers have endeavoured to label columns to make the process as intuitive as possible, 

but trustees may need professional assistance to ensure this form is correctly completed.  The 

following table may assist you deciding where to put some figures from these Tax Summary 

Statements.  You may need to add some figures together especially relating to “(a) Australian Taxable 

Income Cash Distribution (Net of Tax)  

Mclowd partners offer a low-cost service to Trustees who need assistance with this process. You can 

find a professional to assist in the Mclowd Marketplace. 

Look carefully at the statement provided to you by the Fund or Trust. You may need to scan down or 

check additional pages for correct detailed figures. Some entities provide detailed notes to assist 

interpretation of statements. You may find helpful notes on entity websites (e.g. AMP Capital provides 

a detailed explanation at https://www.ampcapital.com/content/dam/capital/03-funds-files-only/aus-

funds/active-etfs/AMPC-2020-Tax-Guide.pdf 

Column Label Data to Enter 

A 

AUSTRALIAN TAXABLE INCOME CASH DISTRIBUTION (NET OF TAX) 

Share of Net Income from Trusts (less net capital gains, foreign income) (13U) 

Franked distributions from trusts (13C) 

Non primary production income which may include unfranked dividends and interest. (13U) 

Other deductions relating to non primary production income (13Y) – you subtract this from the balance 

Examples of tax return code labels could include 11C, 11S, 13C,13U, 13R or 13Y 

https://www.ampcapital.com/content/dam/capital/03-funds-files-only/aus-funds/active-etfs/AMPC-2020-Tax-Guide.pdf
https://www.ampcapital.com/content/dam/capital/03-funds-files-only/aus-funds/active-etfs/AMPC-2020-Tax-Guide.pdf
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B 

IMPUTED CREDITS 

Franking or imputation credits usually related to franked distributions.  The tax return code could be 11U 

or 13Q 

C 

TFN CREDITS 

The share of any Tax withheld from the managed fund income where a TFN was not quoted.  The tax 

return code of 13R may be included here 

D 

FOREIGN INCOME (NET OF TAX) 

Assessable foreign source income or other net foreign source income (20E or 20M) 

If the same figure is included at both 20E and 20M, you only need to record it once.  You do not add 

them together 

E 

TAX FREE 

CGT concession amounts 

The Annual Tax Statement may refer to some items as “non assessable”. There would be no tax return 

label codes against these items  

F 

TAX EXEMPT 

The Annual Tax Statement would clearly identify this as “tax exempt income”. Again there would be no 

tax return codes against these items 

G 

TAX DEFERRED 

The Annual Tax Statement would clearly identify this as “tax deferred income”. Again there would be no 

tax return codes against these items 

H 

INDEXED CAPITAL GAINS (see Capital gains below) 

Capital gains – indexation method TAP 

Capital gains – indexation method NTAP 

I 

DISCOUNTED CAPITAL GAINS (see Capital gains below) 

Capital gains – discounted method TAP 

Capital gains – discounted method NTAP 

 

J 

OTHER CAPITAL GAINS (see Capital gains below) 

Capital gains – Other method TAP 

Capital gains – Other method NTAP 

K 

TOTAL INCOME (CASH DISTRIBUTION) 

Mclowd will automatically calculate this 

L 

GROSS TRUST DISTRIBUTION 

Mclowd will automatically calculate this 

M 

INCLUDED FOREIGN TAX CREDITS 

The Annual Tax statement may indicate that there were some foreign tax credits. Tax return label 20O 

is likely here 

Some working examples are provided in this manual. 
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Be sure to complete a row in the Trust Distributions Table for each entity listed in the drop-down list 

that appears when you click the down arrow. 

Mclowd requires you to insert figures in columns A through J and in column M. Please refer below for 

details of data required in each column. 

3.1 Trust Distributions Table 

When you choose the TRUST DISTRIBUTIONS button on the Taxable Income menu, Mclowd 

displays the empty Trust Distributions table. 

You will use this table to record data from statements provided by Managed Funds, Unit Trusts, etc. 

that make profit distributions. These entities supply end of financial year statements that detail the 

source and tax status of all the components of distributions made to investors during the year. 

Recording this data correctly is essential to ensuring your tax return is correct. 

Note: Any ETF assets or hybrid share (like Sydney Airport) you hold should have been classified as 

Unit Trusts and therefore should display on the entities list shown here. If you have incorrectly 

classified your ETF assets as Direct Equities, you will need to reverse all income entries attached to 

the asset, delete the asset, re-enter the asset as a Unit Trust, and re-enter all income receipts. 

For each entity for which you need to record data, choose the ADD ROW button to add a blank row. 

Mclowd lists the entities recorded in your Fund records that should have supplied Trust Distribution 

statements.  
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Choose the first entity. 

Mclowd presents the Table with the entity in the Investment Name column and a row of cells ready for 

entry of figures. Refer to The Trust Distributions Table, Understanding Capital Gains Data and the 

examples provided to learn how to record Distribution data correctly. 

Process the first entity, then choose ADD ROW again to add another row. Choose the down arrow to 

select the next entity. 

Repeat until all entities have been processed. 
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3.2 Capital Gains Tax 

To understand the function of the Trust Distributions Table, and how it calculates values to transfer to 

your Fund’s Tax Return, you need some understanding of how the Australian Taxation Office treats 

capital gains. 

The following text is provided as general information to assist your understanding of the calculation 

process and, optionally, verify figures transferred to your Financial Reports and Tax Return. 

The Australian Taxation Office states, on its website at https://www.ato.gov.au/General/Capital-gains-

tax/Shares,-units-and-similar-investments/Managed-investment-fund-(trust)-distributions/ 

If you’re a unit holder in a managed investment fund (in legal terms a trust) and have received a 

distribution that includes a net capital gain, you need to take your fund’s share of the net capital gain 

into account in working out the fund’s net capital gain for the year to the extent that your fund’s share 

doesn’t exceed the overall net amount of the fund’s distribution from the trust 

Your statement of distribution or advice should show your fund’s share of the trust net capital gain. 

Your managed fund statement should also show whether any discounts or reductions were applied by 

the trustee in determining the amount of the capital gain. 

You’ll need to know this in order to work out the correct amount to include in your own net capital gain 

calculation. 

Mclowd provides columns for Indexed Capital Gains (H), Discounted Capital Gains (I) and Other 

Capital Gains (J). 

Capital gains may be shown on your statement as TARP (Taxable Australian Real Property) or Non-

TARP (not related to Australian Real Property). 

Some entities show the grossed-up amount on the statement. Most show the amount not grossed up. 

If you see the words ‘Grossed Up’ next to the figures, check carefully that you are reading the correct 

page of the statement. Many entities provide separate statements for Individuals showing grossed-up 

amounts, and for Trusts, Superannuation Funds, etc. with amounts no grossed up. 

From a data entry perspective, Mclowd’s Annual Distribution screen makes a default assumption that 

you have used a 50% discounted value for the ‘Discounted Capital Gain Domestic/Foreign’ fields (i.e. 

that the figures are not grossed up). 

Based on this assumption, if your statement shows Capital Gains already grossed up, use this 

formula to find the amount to enter into the table: 
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(Discounted Capital Gain Domestic + Discounted Capital Gain Foreign) / 2 

Note:  Mclowd will not display the grossed up figure in the table. The calculation is completed in the 

next step, when capital gains are calculated. 

Some statements may show CGT concession amounts as well as Discounted Capital Gains 

Distributed. Use these formulas to enter Capital Gains and Concession Amounts. (Refer to example 

below for clarity): 

➢ Value in Mclowd column I = ((Discounted Capital Gains TARP + Discounted Capital Gains 

NTARP) 

➢ Value in Mclowd column E (Tax Free) = CGT Concession amount TARP plus CGT 

Concession amount NTARP 

3.3 Worked Example – Ausbil Investments 

In this example, we show how to process a Tax Statement from Ausbil Emerging Leaders Managed 

Fund. 
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The summary figures on Page 1 of their statement are not helpful. 

You will need to reference the more detailed information on Page 2. 
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• Total Non-primary Production Income (A) and Franked Distributions (X) must be added to 

compute Total Income ($428) for Mclowd Column A. 

• Tax Paid Offset Amount is referred to in Mclowd as Imputed Credits. Enter $151.12 in Column 

B. 

• Discounted Capital Gains NTAP of $227.85 should be entered in Mclowd Column I. 

• CGT concession amount of $220.17 should be entered in Mclowd Column E 

• Assessable Foreign Source Income (C) of $33.83 should be entered in Mclowd Column D. 

• Tax Deferred Amount (D) of $13.38 should be entered in Mclowd Column G 

• Mclowd calculates a total and displays in Column K. Check that it matches the Cash 

Distribution figure of $923.23. 

• Mclowd calculates a Gross Distribution Amount of $579.12 ($428 total income + $151.12 

Imputed Credits) and displays in column L. 

• Tax paid on Foreign Income (X column 2) of $3.17 should be entered in Mclowd column M 

This completes the entries for this investment. 
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3.4 Worked Example – BWP Trust 

The following format is used by BWP Trust for its Annual Taxation Statements. 

Inserted highlighted text advises how to transfer data provided by BWP Trust into the Mclowd Trust 

Distributions Table. 
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3.6 ETF Trust Distributions 

If you invest in Exchange Traded Funds (ETF) you may receive an end of year Tax Statement from 

the Fund. 

What is an ETF? 

An Electronic Traded Fund is an investment fund that you can buy and sell on a securities exchange 

market (e.g., the ASX). In Australia, an ordinary ETF tracks an asset or market index (like the 

ASX200, for example). It does not usually try to outperform the market. It goes up or down in value in 

line with the index it tracks. These are passive investments. There are also active ETFs run by fund 

managers who actively try to outperform the market to achieve specific investment objectives. 

You can invest in ETFs that focus investment on Australian shares, international shares, fixed income 

products, foreign currencies, or precious metals or commodities. The ETF owns the underlying asset, 

and you purchase units in the ETF. 

While EFT’s have similarities to traditional Managed Funds, they generally have lower fees. 

Like Managed Funds, ETF’s may issue end of year Tax Statements containing data that needs to be 

recorded in your Trust Distributions Table. 

Entering Income from ETFs holding Foreign Investments 

If your ETF is invested in international shares, it is likely that the information will be limited to foreign 

source income, foreign income tax offsets, return of capital and net cash distributions. 

Enter the NET FOREIGN INCOME from your ETF in column D of the Trust Distributions Table. 
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Entering Income from Australian ETFs 

The above, at one extreme, may be as complex as tax reconciliation gets, but at the other extreme, 

an Australian ETF might issue a tax statement like this: 

In this case, you would ignore the first section summarising income and focus on Part B, transferring 

figures to the Trust Distributions Table as follows. 
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Note:  Use the figures in the Attribution Column, not the Cash Distribution Column of your Tax 

Statement. 

• Enter the total of Amounts listed under “Australian Income” which is $19,407.78 which is 

made up of $3606.42 of Australian income (attribution amount) and $15,801.36 (Franked 

Distributions (Attribution column ($22,870.71 less Franking credits of $7069.35) in Column A 

of the Trust Distributions Table (Australian Taxable Income Cash Distributions Net of Tax) 

• Enter the Tax Paid/Offsets on Franked Distributions of $7069.35 (from the centre column) in 

Column B: Imputed Credits. (These are your franking credits). 

• If any TFN Credits were noted (in this case $0) these should be entered into Column C 

• Enter the Net Assessable foreign source income of $407.01 in Column D of the Trust 

Distributions Table. If any amounts were included labelled ‘Other net foreign source income’ 

and/or ‘Net foreign rent’, these would be included in the figure in Column D. 

• Any amount shown as Net Exempt Income ($0 in the above example) should be entered in 

Column F 

• Add the first two figures under Capital Gains (Discounted Capital Gains TAP and Discounted 

Capital Gain NTAP).  Enter the result of $1567.05 in Column I (Discounted Capital Gains) 

 

• Enter the total of Capital Gains Other Method (TAP and NTAP) AND Other Capital Gains 

Distribution in Column J (Note:  In this case, Other Capital Gains Distributions are $1.38, as 

you are recording figures from the Attribution Column, not Cash distributions). 

• The amount of $15.64 in the centre column under the heading ‘Foreign Income’ should be 

entered in Column M (Included Foreign Tax Credits) 

Note:  The Mclowd Marketplace lists professionals who have the expertise to ensure complex tasks 

like recording data from Tax Statement in the Trust Distributions Table are completed correctly. You 

can give them access to your Mclowd account to enter data directly or ask them to prepare a 

Statement of Advice instructing you how to make the appropriate entries. You can list your 

requirements and ask for competitive quotes from suppliers, and you can engage with them, 

communicate, monitor job progress and finalise payment safely in the Marketplace. 

It is strongly recommended that Trustees seek professional help with recording Trust Distributions 

and with other complex Year End tasks to avoid stress and ensure accuracy. 

3.7 Completing The Tax Distributions Table 

Continue inserting data into the Trust Distributions Table until details of income from all Trusts, 

Managed Funds etc. are complete. 

Mclowd will calculate the Total Distribution for each column and display it at the bottom of the Table. 
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When you are satisfied that all data has been correctly entered choose the SAVE button at the lower 

left of the screen. 

Mclowd will display the message “You have successfully saved Trust Distribution values’’ and provide 

buttons for you to optionally Export to Excel, Print the table, or Download as PDF. 

 

It is recommended that you either print a copy, export to Excel or Download a PDF copy for your Fund 

auditor and to retain in your Fund records. 

Choose BACK TO YEAR END PROCESS at top right of the table to return to the Year End 

Processing Steps menu and progress to the next step (Tax Profile). 
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4. TAX PROFILE 

Choosing the arrow to the right of Please Select... in the Tax Profile row enables selection of the 

correct Tax Profile for your Fund. 

You can choose from 

• Accumulation Only (if no members are in Pension or Transition to Pension phase) 

• Accumulation and Pension (if you have a mixture of members in Accumulation and Pension 

phase) 

• Review and Edit Tax Data (use to adjust the SMSF Supervisory Levy for New Funds and 

Winding up a Fund) 

 

If you are in the Accumulation Only Phase, then you only need to choose Accumulation Only and 

then choose SAVE. You can then go to Step 4: Members Weighted Average. 

If you choose Review and Edit Tax Data you can step through the individual tax calculation screens 

and make changes as required, using the legacy editing method. You use this method if this is the 

first year of the fund or are winding up the fund, as you need to adjust the SMSF Supervisory levy. 

Refer to Account for SMSF Supervisory Levy. 

Any changes you make to the Deductions and Tax Calculations cannot be verified correct by Mclowd. 

Extreme caution should be exercised when making changes manually. 

Choose the correct profile for your Fund. The SAVE button lights up. Choose SAVE for the selected 

profile and progress to the next step (Member Weighted Average). 

Note: Pending software upgrades currently in progress, Pension Only phase is not available for 

selection. In the interim, users can perform year end processing for funds 100% in pension phase 

using the Legacy Year End Processing method. 

 As at 1/7/2017, Transition to Retirement Accounts for persons under 60 years of age are no longer 

Tax favoured and should generally be treated the same as Accumulation Accounts. If there are 

members in your Fund who have Transition to Retirement Accounts, you may need to make manual 

adjustments to ensure tax is calculated and allocated correctly, keeping in mind that contributions and 

income from assets is taxed at the same rate as contributions and income to accumulation funds, but 

pension payments are taxed at concessional rates for those aged 55-59 and are tax free for recipients 

aged 60 or over. 
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If the Accumulation tax profile is selected, ECPI does not need to be calculated and this section can 

be skipped. 

5. MEMBER WEIGHTED AVERAGE 

Choose the arrow to the right of Please Select… in the Member Weighted Average step to choose 

whether to Accept Default % or Review and Edit MWA %. 

If you Accept Default %, Mclowd will calculate member profit/loss share and tax obligations based on 

the default % stored. 

Choose the SAVE button to confirm your selection and move on. 

If you choose to Review & Edit MWA, the EDIT button lights. Choose EDIT to display the stored 

Profit and Loss and Income Tax Defaults. 

Override fields are displayed in which you can enter your preferred values. 

Choose RESET at the bottom of either the Profit/Loss column or Income Tax column to reset to 

defaults if you make an error entering new values. 
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When you are happy with the displayed values, choose SAVE. A confirmation message will be 

displayed. Choose OK. 

Mclowd returns you to the Step Menu so you can progress to the next step (ECPI Calculation 

Method). 

Note: Even with the MWA profile saved, you can still choose the EDIT button at any time to make 

changes. 

6. ECPI CALCULATION METHOD 

If all accounts in your Fund are in Accumulation mode, Not Applicable will be pre-selected in 

the ECPI Calculation Method step. Choose SAVE and move on to Allocate. 

If some or all Fund income attributes to accounts that were in pension mode for part or all of the year, 

you will need to calculate ECPI in order to claim tax exemption for part of the Fund income. 

Choose the arrow to the right of Please Select…in the ECPI (Exempt Current Pension Income) 

Calculation Field to choose the desired ECPI calculation method. 
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Click the underlined message to the right of the field to read the ATO’s explanation of Exempt Current 

Income and to access links to information about methods of calculating ECPI, Actuarial Certificate 

Requirements, treatment of expenses when an SMSF has ECPI, how capital gains are treated with an 

SMSF has ECPI, etc. 

Mclowd allows you to choose from: 

• Not applicable 

This option will be automatically selected if all Fund members have been in Accumulation Mode or 

Transition to Retirement Mode for the entire year. 

• Use Segregated Method (off-line) 

Select this option if all members of the Fund were in 100% Pension mode for the entire year, and no 

member had a member balance exceeding $1.6 million at the start of the relevant year. 

• Use Unsegregated Proportional Method (off-line) 

Use this method if the Fund has at least one member is retirement phase at any time during the year 

and a fund member has a total member balance of over $1.6 million immediately before the start of 

the relevant year, and that member is receiving a retirement income stream from any source 

(including the SMSF or another provider) 

Note: The ATO specifies which method must be used in certain circumstances (as per notes above). 

Trustees may elect which method they prefer if the Fund is paying a retirement phase income stream 

and the fund was not 100% in retirement phase for the entire year, and the fund does not have 

disregarded small fund assets. 

Trustees are advised to read the information at https://www.ato.gov.au/Super/Self-managed-super-

funds/In-detail/SMSF-resources/SMSF-technical/Exempt-current-pension-

income/?anchor=MethodsforcalculatingECPI#MethodsforcalculatingECPI carefully to ensure they 

make the correct selection and calculations. 

Note: Pending further software upgrades, ECPI calculations must be performed manually off-line and 

values entered manually. Future software upgrades will further automate ECPI calculations. 

When you have selected the preferred method, the SAVE button lights and you can SAVE your 

selection and move to the next step (ECPI Values). 

https://www.ato.gov.au/Super/Self-managed-super-funds/In-detail/SMSF-resources/SMSF-technical/Exempt-current-pension-income/?anchor=MethodsforcalculatingECPI%23MethodsforcalculatingECPI
https://www.ato.gov.au/Super/Self-managed-super-funds/In-detail/SMSF-resources/SMSF-technical/Exempt-current-pension-income/?anchor=MethodsforcalculatingECPI%23MethodsforcalculatingECPI
https://www.ato.gov.au/Super/Self-managed-super-funds/In-detail/SMSF-resources/SMSF-technical/Exempt-current-pension-income/?anchor=MethodsforcalculatingECPI%23MethodsforcalculatingECPI
https://www.mclowd.com/support/practitioner-user-manual/ecpi-values.html
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7. ECPI VALUES 

ECPI applies only if the Fund has accounts in pension mode for part or all of the financial year. If 

Accumulation Only is selected in the Tax Profile field, the ECPI Calculation Method field will correctly 

display Not Applicable. 

ECPI Values must be correctly calculated off-line pending planned upgrades to Mclowd to automate 

ECPI calculations. 

Enter the ECPI Amount in the ECPI $ field. 

Select the Deductions Apportionment Method. The options presented are: 

• Not applicable 

• Proportional (expense x assessable income/total income) 

• Manually Allocate Deductions 

If you choose Manually Allocate Deductions, Mclowd™ enables manual entry in the Eligible 

Deductions field. 

You will need to calculate Deductions and enter the total amount in this field, or access the 

Deductions Screen to individually assign expenses as Deductible or Non-Deductible. 

Choose the SAVE button to save the ECPI Values entered. 

  

https://www.mclowd.com/support/practitioner-user-manual/the-ecpi-amount.html
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7.1 The ECPI Amount 

Mclowd requires you to calculate and enter the Exempt Current Pension Income (ECPI) amount for 

your Fund (if applicable). You may require an Actuarial Certificate to verify the correctness of this 

amount. 

What is ECPI? 

Income earned on assets supporting a superannuation income stream (Pension) benefit is referred to 

as ‘exempt current pension income’, as this income is not taxed. 

How is ECPI Calculated? 

Refer to the following to determine whether or not your Fund has ECPI and how much. 

What was the total amount of Fund income for the year? 

• Start calculations by determining the total income earned from all Fund assets for the financial 

year. You should be able to locate this figure by referring to the Taxable Income screen, 

which you can access by moving back to the Tax Profile field and selecting Review and Edit 

Tax Data, then choosing the EDIT button. When the Capital Gains Screen displays, choose 

NEXT – SECTION B: INCOME. Scroll down to V: Total Assessable Income. 

• The total assessable income amount shown here will be adjusted, if appropriate, once you 

enter the ECPI amount. 

Did the Fund, at any time during the year, have one or more members with Pension accounts, 

receiving Pension income? 

• If yes, some or all income may be tax exempt. ECPI value must be calculated by either the 

segregated or the unsegregated method. 

• If no, and all accounts were in accumulation mode or Transition to Retirement mode for the 

entire year, ECPI does not apply. Enter $0 for the ECPI value. 

Were all Fund accounts pension accounts, paying Pension income and not receiving contributions, for 

the entire financial year? 

• If yes, the ECPI value is the total amount of income earned. 

• If no, the ECPI value must be calculated by either the segregated or the unsegregated 

method. 

Are some or all Fund assets pooled together, with profits/losses incurred shared according to the 

percentage entitlements of each member account? 
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• If yes, and all assets are segregated and held in individual member accounts, you can use the 

Segregated method to determine ECPI. 

• If no, you must use the Unsegregated method to determine ECPI. 

Segregated method 

Calculate the total amount of income earned from assets held in accounts that were in pension mode 

for the entire year. This amount is tax free and should be counted in your ECPI value. 

Did any member have more than $1.6 million in an account at the start of the financial year? 

• If yes, the amount over $1.6 million should have been held in an accumulation account. Any 

income earned on assets exceeding $1.6 million, owned by an individual member, is taxable 

and should not be counted in the ECPI amount. Deduct any income earned from these assets 

from the ECPI value calculated above. 

Did the Fund receive contributions from or on behalf of a member? 

• If yes, generally, contributions are not tax free. Verify the tax rules applicable to contributions 

before including them in the ECPI value. 

Did any member move from Accumulation Mode or Transition to Retirement mode to Pension Mode 

or from Pension Mode to Accumulation Mode or Transition to Retirement mode during the year? 

• If yes, calculate the number of days the member account was in pension mode during the 

year. Calculate the total income earned on the total assets that were transferred. Divide that 

total by 365 (or 366 if a leap year) and multiply by the number of days the account was in 

pension mode. The result can be included in your total ECPI value. 

Unsegregated method 

If the fund held segregated assets as well as unsegregated, calculate the total amount of income 

earned from all segregated assets held in accounts that were in 100% pension mode for the entire 

year, this amount will be included in your ECPI value. 

If the fund held segregated assets as well as unsegregated, calculate the total amount of income 

earned from all segregated assets held in accounts that were in 100% pension mode for only part of 

the year: 

• Calculate the number of days the account was in Pension mode. 

• Calculate the total income earned from segregated assets owned exclusively in an account 

that was in pension mode for only part of the year. 

• Divide this total by 365 (or 366 for a leap year) and multiply by the number of days the 

account was in pension mode. Include this amount in your ECPI value. 
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If the Fund held unsegregated assets, calculate the total amount of income earned from all assets 

held by accounts in the Fund that were entitled to a share of this income. 

• Use the Member Weighted Averages to determine what portion of income attributes to 

accounts that were in 100% pension mode for the entire year. This amount will be included in 

your ECPI value. 

• Use the Member Weighted Averages to determine what portion of income attributes to 

accounts that were in pension mode for only part of the year. 

• For accounts that transferred to or from pension mode during the year, calculate the number 

of days the account was not in pension mode. 

• Divide the income attributable to each such account by 365 (or 366 if a leap year) and 

multiple by the number of days the account was in pension mode. 

• Include that amount in the ECPI value. 

If the Fund, at any time during the year, had a mixture of pension and accumulation or 

transition to retirement accounts, an Actuarial Certificate may be required to verify the ECPI 

value. Obtain a certificate before entering the ECPI amount. 
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7.2 ECPI Deductions 

If any portion of your Fund’s income for the subject year was exempt current pension income, you will 

need to determine which expenses or portions of expenses are tax deductible. 

Mclowd asks you to select the method you prefer for apportioning ECPI Deductions. 

Depending on the structure of the Fund, you may be able to simply apportion expenses by application 

of a simple formula. If using the proportional method, calculate the Fund’s taxable income as a portion 

of the Total Income and multiply by total expenses: 

Expenses * (Assessable Income / Total Income) 

Alternately, you may choose to use manually apportion expenses. 

Note: You must have saved a Tax Profile that includes a Pension account in order to access the 

ECPI step. ECPI is irrelevant if all accounts in your Fund are in Accumulation mode. 

You must save an ECPI $ amount prior to selecting the Deductions Apportionment method. If no 

ECPI $ amount has been saved, Mclowd will not process the Deductions Apportionment Method 

correctly. 
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Manual apportionment will usually be more appropriate for Funds that have segregated assets, as 

expenses specifically relating to assets held in a segregated account that was in 100% accumulation 

or transition to retirement mode for the entire year may be fully deductible (depending on the expense 

type). 

If you choose Manual Apportionment, a dialog displays when you click the SAVE button. 

Choose the Deductions link to manually edit deductions. 

Mclowd will display the Section C: Deductions – Taxable Income screen with Deductions shown. 

You can now transfer Non Deductible Expenses to the right hand column. The Deductions amount 

will update automatically and total Deductions and Total non-deductible expenses will be calculated 

according to your selections. 
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Choose SAVE DEDUCTIONS to save your changes, or RESET TO CALCULATED VALUES if you 

make a mistake and wish to start over. 
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Note: If your ECPI $ and Deductions have not saved correctly, when you return to the Financial Years 

Steps screen, the ECPI Values step will show an exclamation mark and the words Edit Deductions 

in the Status column. 

Choose the Deductions link to edit your Deductions. 

When all values have been entered and saved correctly, Mclowd will display a green check mark and 

the word Saved. 
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7.3 ECPI examples 

EXAMPLE 1: 

A Fund has two members – Tom and Joan. Tom was in Pension Phase for 200 days of the tax year 

being processed. 

Tom has a segregated asset worth $120,000. 

Mclowd has calculated that the Fund earned $49,000 from jointly owned assets and $6,600 from 

Tom’s segregated asset. 

The MWA report shows that Tom owns 58% of jointly owned assets. 

Therefore, 58% of the income generated on jointly owned assets ($49,000 x 58% = $28,420), plus the 

income from the segregated asset ($6,600), attributes to Tom. Income attributable to Tom is $35,020. 

As Tom was only in pension phase for 200 days, the tax free portion of the Fund’s income is: 

$35,020 x (200/365) = $19189.04 

The ECPI value for this Fund is $19189.04 

EXAMPLE 2: 

A Fund has three members – Jack, Sam and Jenny. Jenny is 68 and has been in pension phase for 

the full year. Both Jack and Sam are still in accumulation phase. 

The Fund has no segregated assets. 

The MWA report shows that Jenny owns a 42% share of the Fund assets. 

The Fund has an income for the tax year of $80,100. 

Jenny’s share is $80,100 x 42% = $33,642 

$33,642 is therefore tax exempt. 

The ECPI value for this Fund is $33,642. 
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8. ALLOCATE P&L 

In this step, you will allocate Fund profit and Loss and Tax obligations between the various member 

accounts. 

Choose from: 

• Allocate Year End Entries 

• Clear Year End Allocation Entries 

• Reset All Data 

 

Mclowd displays buttons according to your selection: ALLOCATE, CLEAR or RESET 

Choose ALLOCATE to have Mclowd calculate the correct proportions of Profit/Loss and Tax to be 

allocated to each member account (in accordance with the MWA % saved above) and transfer net 

profit/loss to member accounts. 

Choosing CLEAR will clear any allocation already recorded. Note that the Tax Profile and Member 

Weighted Average fields will be editable if you clear a prior allocation, so you can make changes to 

the MWA or tax profile, then allocate again. 

Choosing RESET will clear all year end entries in the above steps and require you to start over. 
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9. REVIEW 

You can now REVIEW calculations prior to closing the year and rolling over. Choosing REVIEW 

enables you to view various screens involved in the Year End Process. This may include the Year 

End Market Revaluation and Trust distributions (if completed) and progress through the calculated 

Capital Gains, Taxable Income, Deductions, Income Tax and Losses screens to view the calculations 

and data recorded. 

You cannot make changes during the Review process. If you need to make changes, you must return 

to the Step menu, select the option Reset all Data in the Allocation step, and proceed through the 

steps again. 

Note:  If you need to go back and make changes, use the Reset all Data option here. DO NOT use 

reset options in the Financial Years screen as these options do not reliably verify that calculations 

based on data you might change are updated correctly. 
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If you are content that all steps have been processed correctly and you are ready to rollover the GL 

and close the year, it is recommended that you print each screen, save a PDF file, or export to Excel 

and save in order to ensure that you have complete records for your Fund accountant and for your 

files. 

When you are satisfied that Mclowd has performed all calculations correctly, you can proceed to the 

final step (Rollover GL and Close Year). 

If your version of Mclowd supports export to LodgeIT for automated tax return lodgement for all years 

from and including 2017/18, you can now return to the Financial Years screen and select Export to 

LodgeIT to generate a file for import to LodgeIT. 

Note:  If the Download tax file for LodgeIT option does not appear in the options list after completing 

the RolloverGL and Close Year step, consider upgrading your version of Mclowd.   

9.1 Capital Gains 

If you choose to Review the calculations, Mclowd may display the Market Revaluation screen and 

then the Trust Distributions screen.  You cannot edit information on this screen. You will then see the 

capital gains worksheet (as shown below) to enable you to review the taxable capital gains for the 

year. Note that the screen will not allow editing, but you can print or export to Excel, or Download a 

PDF for your records. 

Note:  If you had any prior year capital losses to be offset, the amount should have been entered 

while setting up the Fund in Mclowd. (refer to Fund Setup process) 

If they were not entered, go back to the FUND SETUP option and select PRIOR YEAR LOSSES to 

enter these. 

They will then display at row G in the Capital Gains worksheet. 
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The taxable capital gains figure will be saved against Line A. Net Capital Gains on Section B: Income. 
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9.2 Taxable Income 

When you move to SECTION B: INCOME, Mclowd displays an Income Tax Worksheet. Here, you 

can see how Mclowd has calculated the Fund’s assessable income. 

If you have entered an ECPI Value, it will now be displayed at Y: Exempt current pension income. 

Choose NEXT – SECTION C: DEDUCTIONS to review Deductions. 
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9.3 Deductions 

When you move to the Deductions page, Mclowd displays a worksheet listing tax deductible amounts. 

Deductions entered in the ECPI Deductions field in the Step menu, if any, should display in the ECPI 

Effects on Eligible Deductions section. 

Note:  While you cannot edit Deductions here, you can, if necessary, return to the ECPI step and 

access the Deductions screen in edit mode via the link displayed in the dialog box when you choose 

Manually Allocate Deductions in the Deductions Apportionment Method step. 

Choose NEXT – SECTION D: INCOME TAX to move to the next screen and review Income Tax. 
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9.4 Income Tax 

When you navigate to the Income Tax screen, the calculated taxable income (if any) is displayed at A, 

and tax calculated at the rate shown in Applicable Tax Rate is displayed at field T1. 

Choose NEXT – SECTION E: LOSSES to move to the next screen and review Losses. 
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9.5 Losses 

When you progress to the losses section, Mclowd displays tax losses or capital losses (if any) that will 

be carried forward to offset taxes on gains in subsequent years. 

Note:  Tax losses carried forward cannot be edited. If carried forward losses are incorrect, you need 

to roll back all years for which incorrect losses are shown and re-run the year end process to correctly 

calculate carried forward losses. 

10. ROLLOVER GL AND CLOSE YEAR 

When you are satisfied that all steps have been completed correctly and the GL can be rolled and the 

year closed, move to the final step: Rollover GL and Close Year. 

Choose Rollover GL and Close Year, then choose the ROLLOVER button to complete Year End 

Processing and close the financial year. 

If the rollover has been completed and the year closed, you have the option her to Open Year and 

Rollback GL to make further changes. 

Once the rollover is complete, users of Pro or Premium editions can return to the Financial Years 

screen to download a tax file for LodgeIT, thus automating the completion of your Fund’s tax return. 
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Note: Our year end process for all years will show “Download Tax File for LodgeIT” as an Action, but 

you can only use Lodge IT to lodge for any years from and including 2017/18. 

 

 


